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Biofabrication Directions in Recapitulating the Immune
System-on-a-Chip
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Ever since the implementation of microfluidics in the biomedical field, in vitro
models have experienced unprecedented progress that has led to a new
generation of highly complex miniaturized cell culture platforms, known as
Organs-on-a-Chip (OoC). These devices aim to emulate biologically relevant
environments, encompassing perfusion and other mechanical and/or
biochemical stimuli, to recapitulate key physiological events. While OoCs
excel in simulating diverse organ functions, the integration of the immune
organs and immune cells, though recent and challenging, is pivotal for a more
comprehensive representation of human physiology. This comprehensive
review covers the state of the art in the intricate landscape of immune OoC
models, shedding light on the pivotal role of biofabrication technologies in
bridging the gap between conceptual design and physiological relevance. The
multifaceted aspects of immune cell behavior, crosstalk, and immune
responses that are aimed to be replicated within microfluidic environments,
emphasizing the need for precise biomimicry are explored. Furthermore, the
latest breakthroughs and challenges of biofabrication technologies in immune
OoC platforms are described, guiding researchers toward a deeper
understanding of immune physiology and the development of more accurate
and human predictive models for a.o., immune-related disorders, immune
development, immune programming, and immune regulation.
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1. Introduction

The immune system is a complex network
comprising a broad panel of immune cells,
well-organized immune tissues, and a
variety of secreted immune mediators. It
orchestrates the protection of the host’s
body against different kinds of danger
signals by recognizing and responding to
foreign/non-self-substances, pathogens,
and malignant cells while safeguarding
against auto-reactivity toward healthy
endogenous cells and tissues (i.e., self-
tolerance).[1] Traditional two-dimensional
(2D) in vitro models and more complex
2D and three-dimensional (3D) co-culture
models that combine several cell types,
a.o., are used for drug testing, screening,
and discovery, but also for studying under-
lying mechanisms. However, these fail to
recapitulate the total complex structures
and organization of mucosal immune
tissues and systemic immune organs and
their pivotal interconnection. To capture
the intricate physiological interactions
more faithfully, advanced human in vitro
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models are under development. Recently emerging platforms
that aim at replicating complex and interconnected organs are
the Organ-on-a-Chip (OoC) systems.[2] OoCs are miniaturized
cell culture platforms that recapitulate key physiological events
by providing cells with a biomimetic microenvironment, incorpo-
rating compartments, flow, 3D cues, biochemical gradients, and
mechanical micro-stimuli.[2,3]

OoCs present a series of advantages over more traditional
culture platforms, featuring inter-organ connection, controlled
flow, and minimal reagent consumption. Particularly beneficial
for studying immune responses in physiological and disease
states, such as cancer, infectious disease, autoimmune disease,
or (food) allergies, OoCs enable real-time measurements of
crucial parameters such as immune cell migration, infiltration,
and cellular crosstalk/activation. In addition, OoCs might over-
come challenges encountered in animal models by providing
the flexibility to easily manipulate individual parameters. This
not only reduced the reliance on animals for biomedical and
toxicological research but also enhances translatability, as OoC
models replicate at least in part human in vivo physiology.[4]

Nevertheless, current OoC models present a series of limitations,
from exhaustive manufacturing processes to limited diversity
of fabrication materials and lack of 3D complex architectures.[5]

Other biofabrication technologies, such as 3D bioprinting, might
be key in addressing these shortcomings.

This review addresses recent developments, covering peer-
reviewed published findings between 2018 and 2023, in OoC
models replicating human immune organs or studying solely im-
mune cell characteristics (e.g., migration, adherence, and infiltra-
tion). Additionally, the integration of several biofabrication tech-
nologies in tissue engineering to enhance the recapitulation of
the complexity of the immune system within in vitro platforms
was explored.

2. Key Players in the Immune System

The immune organs are divided into primary (i.e., bone marrow
(BM) and thymus) and secondary (e.g., lymph nodes (LNs) and
spleen) tissues, all characterized by highly organized and spe-
cialized micro-structures to harbor immune cells’ functions. A
simplified overview of the immune organs and immune cells is
shown in Figure 1 and is described in further detail in the next
paragraphs. Due to the scope of this review, the immune system
is limitedly presented and the reader is referred to other review
articles for a more detailed description.[1,6]

2.1. Immune Organs

The BM is a semi-solid tissue found in the cancellous portions of
the bones and features distinct niches, including the endosteal
region, subendosteal region, central region, and perisinuoisal
region.[7] Hematopoietic stem cells in the BM generate various
immune cells, with B cells maturing locally and T cells maturing
in the thymus.[7] The thymus, providing a complex organized mi-
croenvironment with cortical and medullary compartments, fos-
ters T cell development for a diverse T cell receptor repertoire.[8]

Secondary immune organs consist of LNs, spleen, tissue-
specific tonsils, adenoids, mucosal-associated lymphoid

tissues,[9] such as the gut-associated lymphoid tissue (in-
cluding Peyer’s patches[9,10]), nasal-associated lymphoid tissue,
and bronchus-associated lymphoid tissue.[9–11] An important
infrastructural component of these secondary immune organs
is fibroblastic reticular cells. These cells form a conduit system
made from extracellular matrix (ECM) microfibers. In addition,
they are important to stimulate the activation and differentia-
tion of lymphocytes.[12] Besides these primary and secondary
immune organs, tertiary immune organs exist. These originate
outside the lymphatic structures and consist of an accumulation
of antigen-presenting cells and lymphocytes at places where
permanent inflammation is present. Due to this review’s scope,
tertiary immune organs will not be discussed in depth. However,
various review articles can be consulted to obtain a more detailed
overview of these tertiary immune organs,[13] as well as for
secondary immune organs.[12,14]

This review mainly addresses the LNs and the spleen. The LNs
are important centers containing naïve T and B cells which are
instructed by incoming antigen-presenting cells (APCs) to drive
adaptive immune responses. Innate dendritic cells (DC) traffic
from the tissue via the lymph to the local LNs to present their
captured antigens to a.o. naïve T cells. The LNs are character-
ized by a highly specialized microstructure with well-defined do-
mains. These domains ensure compartmentalization for B and
T cells, and interaction with corresponding APCs, antigens, and
inflammatory mediators, initiating adaptive immune responses.
Domains that are found in LNs are, for example, the follicles
including B cells and the paracortex, as well as the interfollic-
ular cortex both include T cells. Furthermore, the LNs consist
of a reticular fiber meshwork, providing the LN with a porous
structure.[15] The spleen, apart from abnormal cell clearance and
hematopoiesis, performs essential immunological blood surveil-
lance. Both structure and function are closely intertwined in this
organ, having two clearly differentiated regions: the white pulp
surrounded by the red pulp. Most innate immune cells (mono-
cytes, neutrophils, and DCs) reside in the red pulp, while lympho-
cytes populate the white pulp. While antigen-loaded APCs travel
to the white pulp to initiate an adaptive immune response, effec-
tor T cells and plasma blasts are also able to migrate to the red
pulp.[16]

2.2. Immune Cells

The immune system includes two special defense responses.
The first response is the innate immune system (e.g., DCs,
macrophages, monocytes, natural killer (NK) cells, and granulo-
cytes), which acts quickly (within hours) against any sign of dan-
ger and is non-specific. The second response is the adaptive im-
mune system (e.g., B cells and T cells), which acts more slowly
(days to weeks) and is target-specific, leading to the development
of the classical immune cell memory and which can lead to a
rapid effector response at the next antigen challenge.[17]

Pluripotent hematopoietic stem cells originate from BM where
they differentiate into two different lineages: common lymphoid
progenitors and myeloid stem cells. The common lymphoid
progenitors further differentiate into B, T, NK, and NK-T cells.
Upon subsequent antigen exposure and B cell activation, plasma
cells will develop, producing antigen-specific antibodies. Myeloid
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Figure 1. Schematic and simplified illustration of immune cells library and the compartmentalized immune organs. Immune cells originate from bone
marrow (BM) A) in which pluripotent hematopoietic stem cells differentiate to common lymphoid progenitor cells and myeloid cells. From the first
lineage, B cells, T cells, Natural Killer (NK) cells, and NK-T cells develop. B cells can differentiate further into plasma cells. The second lineage will finally
develop monocytes, neutrophils, eosinophils, basophils, mast cells, and is involved in hematopoiesis (formation of erythrocytes and megakaryocytes and
erythrocytes). Monocytes give rise to both macrophages and classical dendritic cells (DCs). Both lineages can develop DC precursors, which subsequently
differentiate into either classical DCs or plasmacytoid DCs.[1] The lymphatic system consists of a set of different immune organs B), which can be
classified as primary immune organs (i.e., BM and thymus) and secondary immune organs (e.g., lymph nodes (LNs) and spleen). Each individual immune
organ is characterized by a complex organization and compartmentalization of its function. For the focus of this review, only the BM,[7] thymus,[8] LN,[15]

and spleen[16] are displayed. Lymph vessels and LNs are in vivo not limited to the location as depicted in the figure but can be found throughout the
body. Some cells illustrated were reproduced (adapted) under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license.[73] Copyright 2023,
Elsevier Science & Technology Journals.

stem cells give rise to innate immune cells, including mono-
cytes, neutrophils, eosinophils, basophils, and mast cells, but also
hematopoiesis comprising of the formation of erythrocytes and
thrombocyte forming megakaryocytes (Figure 1). Monocytes will
subsequently differentiate into macrophages and classical den-
dritic cells in peripheral compartments. Furthermore, a common
DC precursor derived from both lineages can finally differentiate
into classical and plasmacytoid DCs.[1]

Besides the systems described, immune organs (e.g., LN) as
well as non-immune organs (e.g., liver, skin, and gut), also in-
clude tissue-resident immune cells derived from myeloid and/or
lymphoid progenitors. These immune cells’ phenotype and func-
tion are specialized to the organ where they reside.[18] LNs for
example include follicular DCs[19] as well as follicular T cells,[20]

which both play important roles in B cell activation and antibody
development. Other examples are epidermal Langerhans cells in
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Figure 2. The need for environmental cues inclusion in current immunocompetent OoC technology. During the development of A) Organ-on-a-chips
(OoCs) including immune organs and/or immune cells, several environmental cues need to be considered.[2,23,28,31] B) Biophysical/biomechanical
cues consist of (functionalized) extracellular matrix (ECM) characteristics, fluid flow, pore sizes of membranes, and 3D printed membranes or scaffolds,
among others. C) Chemical cues include the type of cell medium and its nutrients, drugs that can affect cells, oxygen, and pH levels, and chemotaxis or
cell–cell-crosstalk by cytokine/chemokine secretion. D) Biological cues include cell type and cell source, like primary cells and cell lines.

the skin,[21] Kuppfer cells in the liver, microglia in the central ner-
vous system, and pulmonary macrophages.[18] In addition, non-
immune organs can contain tissue-resident T cells, for example
in the gut, where tissue-resident memory T cells enable rapid im-
mune responses.[18,22]

3. Environmental Factors Facilitating Immune Cell
Function in Advanced in Vitro Models

To develop immunocompetent OoCs, a thorough understanding
of environmental factors, illustrated in Figure 2, influencing im-
mune cell characteristics is imperative. These factors, categorized
as chemical, biological, and physical cues, play important roles in
shaping the behavior and functionality of immune cells within
the OoCs.[2,23] They critically determine the efficacy of these (ad-
vanced) in vitro models in faithfully recapitulating specific tasks,
such as immunocompetence against tumor cells, viruses, or bac-
terial infections.

3.1. Chemical and Biological Cues

Chemical cues, including cell culture medium, growth fac-
tors, nutrient supplementation, oxygen concentrations and
pH, drug release/exposure, and cytokine/chemokine diffusion,
influence processes such as cell migration, differentiation,
and apoptosis.[23] For example, it has been shown that the
macrophage cytoskeleton can be rearranged upon stress hor-
mone exposure, resulting in decreased macrophage deforma-
bility and increased chemotactic and phagocytic capability.[24]

Chemokines can be encapsulated in hydrogels to sustain
a gradient to attract immature DCs,[25] macrophages, and

neutrophils,[26] facilitating directed immune cell migration.
Growth factors, glycosaminoglycans, and/or proteoglycans can
also be embedded in hydrogels to influence immune cell pro-
liferation, activation, and differentiation.[27] Biological factors in-
clude the type of cells, cell source, disease state, and demographic
variables, such as sex or age.[23,28] Specifically, age and sex differ-
ences are known to influence the immune cell composition in
the body (e.g., number of NK and plasma cells), as well as im-
mune function (e.g., T and B cell activity).[29] For this reason, it
is crucial to take these biological differences into account when
developing immune system models. For example, primary cells
can be preferred over cell lines, as they more closely mimic native
physiology.[30]

OoC systems can be superior in vitro platforms by accounting
for the complexity derived from biological and chemical cues as
described above. Many OoC platforms present separated chan-
nels and chambers, which enables the compartmentalization of
cells and materials. This, in turn, facilitates the precise delivery
of specific media and chemical factors to different cell types with
spatiotemporal resolution.

3.2. Physical Cues, 3D Complexity and ECM Relevance

Physical cues encompass, a.o., parameters like stiffness and
porosity of the ECM, as well as the induction of flow and the as-
sociated shear stress, impacting cell migration, phenotype, and
function.[23,31] Flow can induce for example T cell activation and
proliferation.[32] Cells growing on a flat surface or kept in sus-
pension lack these flow-induced stimuli, as well as an in vivo-like
3D environment, such as ECM’s topography and architecture.[33]

Immune cells exhibit distinct migration patterns differently (e.g.,
interstitially or along cellular networks) in diverse 3D environ-
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ments (e.g., loose connective tissue or highly organized lymphoid
organs)[34] and therefore, the choice of ECM for in vitro models
is crucial.

3.2.1. ECM-Immune Cell Interactions

In the past years, the relevance of ECM in cell behavior has
been emphasized.[35] When it comes to the immune system,
various studies have pointed out the importance to understand
specific ECM-cell interactions. For instance, higher stiffness in
the ECM leads to a pro-inflammatory macrophage response, a
mesenchymal migration mode, and hampered phagocytic ca-
pabilities, while lower stiffness leads to an anti-inflammatory
response,[36] amoeboid migration, as well as high phagocytic
capabilities.[36,37] ECM’s collagen I composition and stiffness also
determine the remodeling of the cytoskeleton of lymphoid cells,
thereby affecting their motility to change toward a more ex-
ploratory phenotype[38] as well as affecting the retention of mem-
ory T cells in the tissues.[39] For T cells, an increase in stiffness
of 3D hydrogels has been shown to stimulate T cell prolifer-
ation, migration, and activation.[40] However, dense ECMs can
also restrict immune cell migration.[41] Other examples include
collagen-dependent neutrophil recruitment toward inflamed tis-
sue via CXC-chemokine receptors[42] and macrophage activation
promoted by the ECM component versican.[43] Furthermore, B
cell differentiation and survival are supported by laminin and ar-
gin in the spleen.[44] These examples exemplify further the im-
portance of careful selection of the ECM, depending on cell type,
tissue’s diseased state,[45] as well as hydrogel composition and
stiffness.[46]

3.2.2. Hydrogel Formulation to Model ECM In Vitro

Features like stiffness, topography, chemical properties, and di-
mensionality have been studied to have an effect on the im-
mune response.[46] Therefore, special attention is being paid to
these naturally present biomechanical cues that ECMs provide
to cells in vivo, to try to replicate them in vitro (Figure 2).[31]

Hydrogel formulations range from more standardized poly-
meric solutions, such as synthesizing hydrogels of proteins (e.g.,
Matrigel and collagen I),[47] polysaccharides (e.g., alginate and
chitosan)[48] or synthetic biomaterials (e.g., polystyrene, polyethy-
lene glycol, and polycaprolactone),[49] to study immune cell–
cancer cell interactions, to cutting-edge conjugations, including
polyacrylamide,[36] methacryllated gellan gum,[50] and decellu-
larized ECM.[51] These conjugations are carefully scrutinized in
terms of their ability to modulate inflammation, induce mono-
cyte differentiation and macrophage polarization, and improve
cancer immunotherapy.[46,52] To further mimic the tissue’s ECM,
hydrogels can be functionalized by for example RGD motifs,
which represent arginine–glycine–aspartic acids, to promote (im-
mune) cell adhesion.[46]

However, 3D hydrogel models alone are unable to fully
mimic the complexity of the ECM, as well as cellular inter-
actions and other important physiological characteristics, such
as flow (e.g., shear stress), heterogeneity of cell types, and
microarchitecture.[34] Therefore, increasing the physical, chem-

ical, and biological complexity in OoC could be key toward suc-
cessfully mimicking these immune system features in vitro.

4. Immune Organs-oC

Recreating immune organs, such as BM, thymus, LN, the lym-
phatic system, and the spleen in vitro remains a difficult chal-
lenge due to the intricate micro-organization and compartmen-
talization inherent in the native organs (Figure 1). For the scope
of this review, we focused exclusively on models that included
human immune cells (Figure 3). For detailed biological insights,
we refer the readers to Table S1 (Supporting Information) and for
the technical details to Table S2 (Supporting Information).

4.1. Primary Immune Organs-oC

4.1.1. Bone Marrow-oC

Initial BM models primarily targeted the hematopoietic function
of this organ,[53] with recent advancements also expanding into
the formation and maintenance of immune cell lineages and the
inclusion of immune cells. Notably, these models offer a unique
avenue for studying diseases like leukemia, where immune cell
development becomes dysregulated.[3,54]

One model mimicked the in vivo-like topography of BM us-
ing a 3D ceramic scaffold co-cultured with human mesenchy-
mal stromal cells and human multipotent hematopoietic stem
and progenitor cells (HSPCs), including a circuit for recirculation
of media. In this system, HSPCs remained in their native state
and maintained differentiable capabilities, such as immune cell
or erythrocyte formation. However, immune cell responses, such
as adhesion and migration, were not evaluated.[55] Another BM-
oC device was developed to recapitulate the endosteal BM niche.
BM stromal cells and BM cells (including HSPCs) were seeded in
the apical compartment, whereas endothelial cells were seeded in
the basolateral compartment separated by a porous membrane.
Although this model was based on murine cells, the study con-
firmed HSPCs multi-lineage differentiation ability.[56]

To evaluate interactions between healthy and malignant
hematopoietic cell niches, a BM niche-oC was developed, includ-
ing arterial, osteoblastic, sinusoidal, and mesenchymal compart-
ments. Immune cell responses, such as adhesion and different
homing capabilities of healthy HSPCs, lymphoma monocytes,
and leukemia cells were evaluated.[57] Besides, a two-channeled
BM-oC that included endothelial cells, hematopoietic progen-
itors, and BM stromal cells, evaluated hematopoiesis, BM in-
jury as well as chemotherapeutic toxicity in neutrophilic and
erythroid lineages.[58] To further study BM pathologies, a three-
compartment chip mimicking the BM-niche was constructed to
evaluate chemoresistance mechanisms for several anti-leukemia
drugs. The device consisted of three integrated hydrogel com-
partments, representing the central sinus and the perivascular
and endosteal niche, containing endothelial cells, mesenchymal
stromal cells, osteoblasts, or B cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia
cells. Co-targeting of both leukemic cells and BM niche-derived
signals increased the elimination rate of leukemic cells.[59] More
recently, a BM-oC was presented containing two separate fibrin
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Figure 3. Schematic overview of the immune organ-oC models. A) Two-channeled immune organ-oC representing BM niches,[56,58] lymphoid follicle
niches[67] and the spleen.[71] B) A three-channeled thymus-oC system including an endothelial channel, hematopoietic stem cell migration, and a thymic
cell niche channel.[62] C) BM-oC[55] and (murine) LN-oC[63] systems using a circulatory channel system, connected to a culture and tissue chamber. Multi-
compartment based immune organ-oC systems of D) BM[57,59,60] and E) LN niches,[65,66] or mimicking the subcapsular sinus microenvironment.[64]

F) Illustrative legend to panels (A–E). ECM = Extracellular matrix, BM = Bone marrow, LN = Lymph node, HSPC = Human multipotent hematopoietic
stem and progenitor cell, BMSC = Bone marrow stromal cell, MSC = Mesenchymal stromal cell.

gel-filled compartments for endothelial cells, BM stromal cells,
osteoblasts, and HSPCs. The compartments mimicked the en-
dosteal and perivascular niches and showed HSPCs maintenance
and HSPCs differentiation into erythroid and myeloid lineages.
Additionally, neutrophils were able to migrate out of the niches
toward fluidic channels. Moreover, cancerous breast cells were
introduced into the system, and these were able to migrate into
the endosteal and perivascular niches of the BM.[60]

4.1.2. Thymus-oC

Despite its crucial role in self-tolerant T cell selection and/or mat-
uration up until adolescence,[61] the thymus remains underrep-
resented in vitro models. The organized compartmentalization
of the thymus could offer valuable insights into T cell develop-
ment when recapitulated in OoC platforms. An early attempt of a
thymus-oC device utilized a standard three contiguous-channels
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design to evaluate the migration capabilities of hematopoietic
stem cells. Positioned in an endothelial vessel (side channel),
these cells migrated toward the interstitial and epithelial cells of
the thymus (opposite channel). Even though immune cells were
not yet included, the study laid the groundwork, shedding light
on the significance of both thymic interstitial and epithelial cells
to attract hematopoietic stem cells. This pioneering effort set the
stage for the future development of immunocompetent thymus-
oC devices.[62]

4.2. Secondary Immune Organs-oC

4.2.1. Lymph Node and Lymphatic Vessels-oC

Several studies have endeavored to recreate LNs in microfluidic
systems. One approach included a dual-chamber microfluidic
platform integrating ex vivo LN and tumor tissue, respectively.
The chambers were connected in a closed-loop fashion to allow
for indirect crosstalk between the tissues, in which the tumor tis-
sue showed an immunosuppressive effect on LNs compared to
healthy tissue. Although original tissue complexity was included,
the model was still based on murine tissue.[63] From a more tech-
nical approach, lymphatic metastasis was studied by using a sub-
capsular sinus (SCS)-oC, mimicking the microenvironment of
the SCS and entrance of metastatic cells. These models explored
altered fluid flow profiles in quiescent and inflamed LNs, reveal-
ing that a change in the expression of adhesive ligands and the
inclusion of co-perfusion of monocytes increased metastatic cell
adhesion.[64] However, only the SCS niche of the LN was mim-
icked, missing other niches such as the reticular conduit, the fol-
licle of B cells, and the paracortex of T cells. To capture the com-
partmentalized nature of the LN more faithfully, an LN-oC de-
vice with three hydrogel-encapsulating compartments was devel-
oped, representing the SCS, the reticular conduit, the follicle of B
cells, and the paracortex of T cells. This LN-oC system replicated
LN’s in vivo compartmentalized structure and fluid flow regime,
while it primarily focused on T cell expansion and co-localization
of the incorporated DCs and T cells, lacking assessment on im-
mune cell migration.[65] Subsequent miniaturization of this de-
vice, incorporating B and T cells, demonstrated its potential in
drug screenings. For instance, the immunomodulatory drug hy-
droxychloroquine was found to negatively affect T cell motility,
indicating the device’s utility for studying immunomodulatory
drug effects.[66] Furthermore, a simplified lymphoid follicle-like
OoC consisted of collagen-embedded lymphocytes and a constant
perfusion through a parallel channel (superfusion). This system
enabled the formation of T and B cell-based ectopic lymphoid fol-
licles and prevented lymphocyte autoactivation. Subsequent in-
clusion of DCs and seasonal influenza vaccine testing revealed
antigen-specific IgG responses, highlighting the translatability of
this relatively uncomplicated OoC device.[67]

In parallel studies, researchers have primarily focused on
building lymphatic vessels, often excluding immune cells. No-
tably, one study utilized parallel channels to investigate the in-
tricate crosstalk between breast cancer cells and lymphatic ves-
sel endothelial cells.[68] Another innovative approach involved a
3-lane OrganoPlate (Mimetas BV), culturing mouse colon can-
cer organoids embedded in a collagen hydrogel adjacent to the

lymphatic vessel. This tumor-lymphatic vessel co-culture model
allowed the study of lymphangiogenesis induced by an altered,
cancer-type-specific gene expression in lymphatic endothelial
cells.[69]

4.2.2. Spleen-oC

Some advancements have been made in the past in developing
spleen-oC devices,[70] however, one specific model has been de-
veloped recently, that is, between 2018–2023. This study lever-
aged a microfluidic platform and aimed at mimicking erythrocyte
filtration capabilities of the spleen and macrophage phagocytosis
of healthy and sickled erythrocytes. Results indicated that reten-
tion of sickled erythrocytes is faster under normal oxygen ten-
sion and becoming even faster in an oxygen-deprived condition
compared to healthy erythrocytes.[71] Models lacking the imple-
mentation of splenic architecture and embedded immune cells
underscore the critical need for establishing updated and rele-
vant models that recapitulate the complex microarchitecture of
this organ in humans which comprises of the body’s largest sec-
ondary lymphoid organ.[16]

4.2.3. Other Secondary Lymphoid Tissues-oC

To date and to the best of our knowledge, no OoC devices have
been specifically developed for mucosa-associated lymphoid tis-
sues or tonsils. Nevertheless, current developments within the
field of 3D organoids may offer viable solutions.[72] Notably, sig-
nificant progress has been made in developing immunocom-
petent and inflammatory gut-oC systems,[73] capturing aspects
of the immune response in the gut mucosal tissue. Neverthe-
less, these systems have yet to replicate complete Peyer’s patches
and/or mesenteric LN.

5. Immune Cells-oC

Accurate migration and homing responses of diverse immune
cell types are crucial for the correct unfolding of the immune re-
sponse. Various OoCs have successfully replicated these events
by establishing chemotactic gradients. This section specifically
focuses on OoC platforms that exclusively involve (human) im-
mune cells (Figure 4). For in-depth biological details of studies
discussed, we refer the readers to Table S1 (Supporting Informa-
tion), and for technical details to Table S2 (Supporting Informa-
tion).

5.1. Neutrophils-oC

Numerous studies in immune OoC systems have centered on
neutrophils, particularly in response to chemotactic gradients
generated by tissue cells during bacterial infections or expo-
sure to chemotactic molecules. The LumeNEXT-Stacks (LENS)
device, designed with stackable tube sections on top of a cen-
tral chamber, facilitates the establishment of chemotactic gra-
dients, enabling neutrophil transendothelial migration toward
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Figure 4. Schematic overview of immune cells-oC models. A) Platforms studying monocyte-endothelium adhesion and migration upon flow,[78]

T cell migration[82] and neutrophil migration,[75,76,82] also including LENS technology.[74] B) Three-channeled immune-cell-oC systems based on
macrophage[79] and neutrophil[77] migration. C) A two-channeled immune cell-oC studying monocyte-endothelium adhesion upon flow.[80] D) Illus-
trative legend to panels A-C. ECM = Extracellular matrix.

an interleukin-8 chemokine gradient.[74] Another study involving
the LumeNEXT device, including human umbilical vein endothe-
lial cells, assessed neutrophil migration and adhesion with cells
from individuals lacking actin-related protein ARPC1B. Neu-
trophil migration and adhesion were observed to be reduced
in comparison to healthy individuals.[75] Additionally, a study
included induced pluripotent stem cell-derived endothelium in
the LumeNEXT platform, which supported neutrophil migra-
tion and endothelium extravasation. Furthermore, pericytes were
combined with the endothelium, mimicking the endothelial
vessel more closely.[76] Furthermore, in a 3-lane OrganoPlate
(Mimetas BV) neutrophil ECM-dependent migration perfor-
mance was evaluated after exposure to inflammatory (TNF-
𝛼), chemoattractant (fMLP), and neutrophil proteases inhibitor.
Neutrophil infiltration and migration capabilities increased in
Geltrex-based gels compared to collagen I-based gel, whereas this
effect was hampered by neutrophil protease inhibitors.[77]

5.2. Monocytes and Macrophages-oC

Different microfluidic devices have been proposed also for study-
ing circulating monocyte and macrophage extravasation through
the endothelial barrier for the purpose of mimicking cellular mi-
gration in response to shear stress, inflammatory insults, or in-
fectious triggers. One of these devices utilized a hydrogel with a
hollow channel containing an endothelial cell monolayer. Then,
monocytes were introduced into the endothelial channel and
their extravasation into the outer collagen gel was studied. Ex-
travasation rate and not adhesion capabilities were the inhibit-
ing factor in immune cell trafficking when exposed to flow.[78]

Further insights on macrophage mobilization upon exposure
to different bacteria were studied by using a three-channeled
chip including macrophages embedded in collagen hydrogels.
The proof-of-concept experiments suggested macrophage migra-
tion, although not significant, toward fractions of pathogens and
non-pathogens.[79] Furthermore, the 2-lane OrganoPlate device
(Mimetas BV) was used to form a monolayer of endothelial cells
in one channel perfused with monocytes, while having a collagen
I hydrogel in the other channel. The platform showed that mono-
cyte adhesion to endothelial cells is stimulated after the addition
of inflammatory compounds.[80]

5.3. T cells-oC

The migratory behavior of T cells in the context of chronic ob-
structive pulmonary disease (COPD) has recently been studied
in a 3-channeled microfluidic device, featuring docking micro-
pillars for migration toward an established chemotactic gradient.
Sputum from COPD patients was found to inhibit T cell migra-
tion, although the study focused on T cells within a simplified
2D microenvironment, leaving a more complex 3D microenvi-
ronment underrepresented.[81]

5.4. Multiple Immune Cells-oC

One recent study reported on neutrophils and T cells in sepa-
rate LumeNEXT platforms, and compared extravasation and mi-
gration dynamics between neutrophils and T cells. The endothe-
lial central channel was treated with TNF-𝛼 or was left untreated,

Adv. Healthcare Mater. 2024, 2304569 2304569 (8 of 18) © 2024 The Authors. Advanced Healthcare Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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whereas the matrix included the chemoattractant C5a or was left
untreated. Notably, upon TNF-𝛼 exposure, neutrophils exhibited
significantly higher migration speed and distance than T cells.
Interestingly, T cells migrated in a straight direction after TNF-𝛼
stimulation, while neutrophils followed more exploratory routes.
The addition of the chemoattractant C5a temporarily negated the
random migration of neutrophils, showcasing the dynamic in-
teractions between different immune cell types in response to
inflammatory stimuli.[82]

6. Other Relevant Immunocompetent OoC
Systems

Besides solely focusing on immune organs or immune cells,
some of the most recent OoC models of other organs, such as
skin, gut, liver, and cartilage, incorporated immune elements in
their platforms, enriching their complexity and the readouts pos-
sibilities.

6.1. Immunocompetent (Singular Organ) OoC Systems

Inflammatory immunocompetent OoC models, particularly for
the gut and skin,[73] vary from simple to more intricate se-
tups, combining intestinal epithelial cells with endothelial
cells and studying their interaction with innate DCs and
macrophages, thus modeling part of the intestinal mucosal im-
mune compartment.[83] Furthermore, cancer OoC devices enable
the study of immune cell-cancer cell interaction and the evalu-
ation of different anti-cancer treatments.[84] Besides, immuno-
competent OoCs were developed to assess monocyte-adipocytes
interaction[85] and drug compound hepatoxicity.[86] In most cases,
the choice of materials for emulating the ECM varied, exploring
commercial options to study DC migration, such as Matrigel and
VitroGelORGANOID 1–4, alongside collagen.[87]

6.2. Immunocompetent Multi-OoC Systems

Despite limitations in reproducing events across multiple or-
gans, especially immunocompetent multi-OoC systems,[88] a
few studies successfully incorporated immune components
in these challenging multi-OoC devices. One of these is the
multicompartment chip to model ulcerative colitis through
the gut-liver-immune axis, facilitating interaction among colon
organoids, macrophages, DCs, hepatocytes, and Kupffer cells,
and antigen-presenting cell interaction with circulating regula-
tory and inflammatory Th17 T cells.[89] Furthermore, a multi-
compartment device for toxicological assays of systemic drugs
was created, which interconnected hepatocytes, cardiomyocytes,
skeletal muscle cells, and recirculating monocytes, including
integrated biological microelectromechanical systems.[90] An-
other device consisted of four stacked layers representing the
gastrointestinal barrier, the liver, BM, and the kidney, including
physiological volumes in the microfluidic circulation. Although
immune cells were not incorporated in this system, the presence
of a BM compartment brings this system one step closer to
including these cells in the future.[91]

7. Harnessing 3D (Bio)Printing for Improving
Physiological Complexity of Immune OoC Systems

A recurrent trend seen in the aforementioned immune cells-
oC devices is the simplicity of modeling immune reactions and
studying only a sub-event of a full immune response cascade. Mi-
crofluidic devices mostly focus on chemotaxis or extravasation,
overlooking immune cell cascades, recruitment of other immune
cells, immune cell crosstalk, phagocytosis, or antigen presenta-
tion. Besides, as immune organs are complex tissues, current
devices are not able to recapitulate the organ’s true structure and
function. Furthermore, the incorporation of migrating immune
cells in the development of immune organ-oC devices is currently
limited. The development, selection, and activation of immune
cells in immune organs and the trafficking of immune cells be-
tween immune organs and other tissues are strongly intertwined
processes. Therefore, the highly dynamic behavior of immune
cells and the structures and organization of immune organs pose
challenges that advanced in vitro models must address.

Cutting-edge biofabrication technologies, such as 3D bio-
printing, might be key for addressing the limitations of cur-
rent immune system models. The field of 3D bioprinting
stems from additive manufacturing (AM) and specializes in
the automated fabrication of 3D functional tissue replicates
by combining living cells, bioactive biomolecules, and bio-
materials as building blocks.[92] By using filament deposition
(extrusion 3D bioprinting,[92] electrospinning,[93], melt elec-
trowriting (MEW),[93]) light (stereolithography,[94] digital light
processing,[94] volumetric (bio)printing[95]) or droplets genera-
tion (inkjet (bio)printing[92]), cells and materials can be deposited
or encapsulated creating a hierarchically and spatially organized
tissue (Figure 5). For readers who are unfamiliar with the fields of
biofabrication and bioprinting, overviews of the printing modal-
ities and approaches can be found in the literature and brief def-
initions are included in Table 1.

Some of the most attractive aspects that 3D printing has to of-
fer with respect to OoC technologies include design versatility,
accuracy, and the automation of fabrication processes. Reducing
manual handling during device fabrication could decrease the
variability between models while allowing for an increase in plat-
form complexity. Moreover, the design and fabrication options
are broadened, especially when it comes to replicating tissue-
specific structures, such as vessels, membranes, and compart-
ments. Bioprinting techniques present different size resolution
capabilities, from 0.1 to 1000 μm.[96] As a general rule in the
biofabrication field, size resolution is indirectly related to fabri-
cation time. Thus, the broad resolution range within bioprint-
ing also accounts for a wide variety of fabrication times, which
increases the adaptability of techniques to different fabrication
needs (e.g., from the creation of very detailed complex structures
to the faster prototyping of simpler platforms). In addition, the
diversity of techniques and their compatibility to work with sev-
eral polymers simultaneously enables the conception of multi-
material platforms, providing different types of environmental
cues, from material gradients to topographic features. The po-
tential of 3D printing technologies to generate microfluidic plat-
forms in an integrated, single-step process has already been lever-
aged by many studies,[97] but is yet to be fully exploited for the
immune system.
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Figure 5. The use of biofabrication technologies to increase the physiological relevance of current and future immunocompetent OoC devices. A)
Schematic on the working principles of the main 3D (bio)printing technologies with the potential to support the next generation of immune organs and
immune cells in microfluidic systems. From top to bottom: extrusion (bio)printing,[92] electrospinning and melt electrowriting (MEW),[93] light-based
(bio)printing[95] and inkjet (bio)printing.[92] B) Each technology can assist in the creation of channels with different degrees of complexity, branching,
and diameters, replicate the organotypic architecture and spatial organization of the immune organs, and different environmental cues, such as stiffness
or chemoattractive gradients, that can facilitate immune cell migration. ΔV = Voltage difference.
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Table 1. Definitions of chip fabrication strategies, biofabrication, and bioprinting-related terms.

Technique Main principle Ref

Biofabrication Automated generation of biologically functional products with structural organization from living cells, bioactive
molecules, biomaterials, cell aggregates such as micro-tissues, or hybrid cell-material constructs, through
bioprinting or bio assembly and subsequent tissue maturation processes.

[92]

Bioprinting Field of biofabrication in which 3D printing methods are used for the fabrication of 3D scaffolds able to instruct or
induce the cells to develop into a tissue mimetic or tissue analog structure through distinctive cell interaction,
hierarchical induction of differentiation, or functional evolution of the manufactured scaffolds falls within
bioprinting.

[92]

Digital light processing Crosslinking of a photopolymerizable material layer-by-layer by the projection of a 2D image. [94]

Electrospinning Fiber production method in which a molten thread of polymer is extruded while subjected to an electric field. [93]

Extrusion (bio)printing Controlled deposition of material filaments being extruded from a nozzle, where the material is usually in a liquid or
gel state.

[92]

Inkjet (bio)printing Controlled deposition of semiliquid material in droplets. [92]

Light-based (bio)printing Creation of solid structures by exposing a photopolymerizable liquid resin to a pre-designed pattern of light. [95]

Melt electrowriting Variation of electrospinning in which fibers are deposited in a controlled and organized way. [93]

Photolithography (Micro)fabrication process in which a (UV) light source is used to transfer a geometrical pattern from a template
mask to the substrate of interest rendering high resolution. An optical mask is irradiated with UV light to transfer
the existing geometric pattern over the optical mask to a substrate via a light-sensitive chemical process.

[98]

Stereolithography Crosslinking of a photopolymerizable material point-by-point with a ray of light. [94]

Volumetric (bio)printing Crosslinking of a photopolymerizable material in 3D bulk by projecting 2D images within a volume. [95]

7.1. Channels and Networks

The integral role of vessels in the immune system, spanning
from lymphatic capillaries and blood vessels, the blood innerva-
tion of the BM to leucocytes patrolling, underscores the signifi-
cance of advanced channel design, aimed to replicate these struc-
tures. Traditional microfluidic fabrication techniques render rect-
angular channels and polygonal-shaped chambers, which fail to
reproduce the natural shape of vessels in our bodies, which are
intertwined, cylindrical conduits. Despite some 3D (bio)printing
technologies not being able to compete in terms of resolution
and surface finishing with standard photolithography,[98] they do
allow for the creation of unrestrained structures, featuring cylin-
drical, coaxial, and branched structures.

Extrusion bioprinting, using sacrificial materials, facilitates
the direct fabrication of hollow tubules within microfluidic
platforms.[97,99] In short, sacrificial materials act as a template,
removed post-printing.[100] This method extends to creating con-
centrical channels with coaxial nozzles. Two (or more) bioinks
containing different cells and materials can be simultaneously ex-
truded into hollow and coiled vessels-like structures.[101] Lympho-
cyte trafficking from and toward immune organs via the blood-
stream and the lymphatic system, respectively, is crucial to un-
fold a correct immune response. Extrusion printing methods
could be extended to print the larger blood vessels and collect-
ing lymphatic vessels, starting from diameters of 50 μm[102] with
a high(er) organization degree and architecturally relevant fea-
tures. Yet, reduced diameters are needed for mimicking, for ex-
ample, networks of 4–10 μm wide blood capillaries.[103]

Overcoming size limitations, MEW of sacrificial fibers can be
used to create micro-vessels with branching structures, resulting
in smaller lumens (≈65 μm) successfully lined with endothe-
lial cells.[104] Hierarchical branching of vascular networks is
replicated with stereolithography technologies, allowing the gen-

eration of perfused and vascularized microfluidic platforms.[105]

The simplicity of fabrication, combining cells, biomaterials,
geometries, and perfusion, is a notable advantage to be taken
into account.

The choice of (bio)material(s) should be carefully considered
as it could be a limiting aspect. Enabling single-cell migration of
immune cells (e.g., extravasation, immune cell trafficking) is cru-
cial because their movement and cell–cell interactions are neces-
sary to successfully develop the immune response.[52]

7.2. Membranes

In OoC platforms, membranes are used to compartmentalize
spaces, acting as a barrier while facilitating nutrients, drugs, and
metabolites exchange and providing physical support for cellular
adherence and growth.[106] Depending on factors like membrane
thickness or pore size, cells can migrate across it, enabling essen-
tial cell crosstalk, colonization, organization, or co-localization of
immune cells in immune organs. Other design parameters to be
considered are undesired binding of ligands, surface roughness,
wettability and hydrophilicity, permeability, microstructure, me-
chanical properties, and optical clarity for imaging.[107]

While the use of PDMS and other polymeric membranes
is quite widespread, mostly for commercially available devices,
their functionality is limited to the separation of channels.[108] Al-
ternative 3D printing methods can further reproduce the in vivo-
like microenvironment by incorporating topographical nano-,
micro-, and macro- cues. Electrospun membranes have success-
fully been incorporated in on-chip models of the retinal epithe-
lium and endothelium[109] or to generate an airway-endothelial
model.[110] In addition, the versatility of this technique allows for
the creation of 3D fibrous scaffolds, providing structural cues at
the micro and macro levels.[106]
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Another parameter of interest over which electrospinning and
MEW provide control is pore size. Membranes with larger pores
grant accessible compartments, so the patrolling and respond-
ing immune cells can easily migrate to their targets. MEW show-
cases interesting possibilities for assembling customized pores
in membranes as they become not only physical barriers but
also stir cell behavior.[111] This feature proves relevant in, for ex-
ample, modeling certain types of cancer for which ECM’s phys-
ical characteristics are essential to understand immune-tumor
interactions.[112] Moreover, tissues in health and disease can have
different ECM alignments, for example in cancer stroma. A tu-
mor’s ECM can be remodeled from a wavy and non-parallel col-
lagen structure into parallel aligned and straightened collagen,
which promotes for example metastasis.[113] To transit from nor-
mal isotropic collagen organization into aligned collagen 3D hy-
drogels of bioprinted (OoC) devices, collagen fibers can be bound
to magnetic beads[114] or magnetic nanoparticles,[115] which will
subsequently align upon exposure to a magnetic field. Further-
more, shear stress applied to cells is known to support, for exam-
ple, endothelial[116] cells as well as ECM alignment.[117]

The highly porous MEW structures would allow for enhanced
cellular organization, epithelial/endothelial cell–immune cell
crosstalk and would enable better immune cell integration and
migration into the tissue. Furthermore, this printing technol-
ogy sheds light on the possibility to more closely mimic micro-
scaled structures of specific immune organs, especially in com-
bination with ECM remodeling techniques using magnetic fields
and shear stress to further align the micro-architecture.

7.3. Organotypic Architecture and Spatial Organization of Cells

In recent years, special attention has been paid to the importance
of micro and macro-architectures when replicating an organ in
vitro.[118] Features like the 3D arrangement of elements and the
degree of compartmentalization in a certain organ are tightly
related to cell behavior, identity, and function.[2] Especially in
complex organs like the BM, LNs, the thymus, or the spleen
in which function is strongly characterized by the architecture.
OoC devices are still far from being able to recapitulate the 3D
complexity of these organs and a good part of in vivo spatial
information is lost.

Inkjet and extrusion bioprinting can recapitulate native spa-
tial information with high accuracy. The combination of both
techniques enabled a multi-step approach for printing a layered
skin model. From building de novo the microfluidic founda-
tion with extruded polymers, to the layering of hypodermis, der-
mis, and epidermis containing their characteristic cell types and
vasculature.[97] This highlights how the combination of different
bioprinting techniques may support the complexity and matura-
tion of organ models. However, the characterization of the living
construct is limited to specific tissue markers and no function-
ality is proven.[97] The same approach could be used to precisely
deposit tissue-resident immune cells, such as Langerhans cells in
the epidermis or dendritic cells in the dermis,[119] in each printed
layer to directly mimic the tissues’ organization. Furthermore,
this layer-by-layer construction holds the potential for building
the different layers of immune organs, such as the multi-layered

BM[7] or lobules in the thymus[8] and LNs,[15] and might support
further the ease of immune cell migration and co-localization.

Bioprinting technologies also pose strong potential to create
3D structures given the freedom in design they provide. Of spe-
cial interest is to generate perfusable and complex 3D structures
in a single step. Volumetric (bio)printing increases manufactur-
ing speed and feature resolution by sculpting constructs with-
out the use of layers. For instance, volumetric (bio)printing has
recently been applied to encapsulate liver organoids in a perfus-
able gyroidal structure,[120] opening new possibilities for the inte-
gration of fluidic forces in complex architectures. This is of high
relevance when modeling afferent and efferent lymph vessels in
immune organs. Furthermore, mucosal tissues such as the gut-
associated lymphoid tissue, which contains a lumen surrounded
by the intestinal mucosal barrier, including Peyer’s patches right
below the epithelium and draining LNs,[10,121] could be more
closely reassembled including perfusion.

7.4. Environmental Cues

Particular emphasis has been drawn to the effect of the sub-
strate’s topography on cell behavior and function.[118,122] For in-
stance, a series of micropatterns can be generated on synthetic
hydrogels using a digital light processing printer, which serves
as guidance for cells to attach and orient themselves.[123] Repli-
cating as closely as possible the topographic features of the ECM,
such as patterns, porosity, and stiffness, could help to stir and
regulate cell behavior as proven extensively.[46,124]

Environmental cues for immune responses involved chemo-
tactic events reproduced by the addition of the chemoattractant
directly in the model or by the incorporation of cells producing
them. However, chemokine diffusion and its concentration gradi-
ent strongly depend on ECM composition, stiffness, and porosity.
Aiming at generating such in vivo-like gradients, natural thermo-
gelling hydrogels were leveraged using an extrusion 3D printer,
manufacturing gradients of hydrogel stiffness and cell compo-
sition in a predictable and tunable way.[125] Another study com-
bined a microfluidic chaotic mixer with a digital light process-
ing 3D printer to generate composable gradients exerting control
over the cellular, chemical, and mechanical properties of the gen-
erated gradients.[126] Tunable hydrogel properties could possibly
increase controllability over the speed of diffusion of chemokines
as well as their diffusion distance, thereby providing cells with
more in vivo-like gradients.

In conclusion, advanced 3D printing technologies offer di-
verse solutions for improving physiological complexity in im-
mune OoCs. These technologies, with their versatile design ca-
pabilities, contribute to the creation of more biomimetic in vitro
models, addressing the limitations of current immune system
representations.

8. (Bio)Printing and its Application in
Recapitulating the Immune System In Vitro

While the integration of biofabrication technologies with im-
mune organs or cells is still in its infancy, certain strategies
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applied have emerged, primarily focusing on electrospinning
and MEW printing. For example, MEW-printed scaffolds, featur-
ing different pore geometries, have been instrumental in study-
ing the impact on immune cells. Notably, box-shaped geome-
tries were found to enhance the spontaneous differentiation of
human monocyte-derived macrophages into M2, with smaller
pore sizes further supporting the M2 phenotype and macrophage
elongation.[127] Recent studies using MEW-printed with a rhom-
bus geometry of the pore demonstrated elevated secretion of anti-
inflammatory mediators by human primary monocyte-derived
macrophages.[128] Electrospun meshes also facilitate T cell ex-
pansion for T cell therapies, revealing enhanced cell proliferation
with a smaller fiber spacing of 200 μm compared to larger pore
sizes.[129] In another approach, electrospun skin meshes releas-
ing the anti-inflammatory cytokine interleukin-10 showcased po-
tential in scarless wound healing by suppressing inflammation
and enhancing fibroblast performance.[130]

In the realm of (more recent) studies, a limited number have
directly coupled bioprinting with OoC platforms for recapitulat-
ing targeted immune cell migration. One notable example em-
ployed different printing and fabrication techniques in a bottom-
up approach to generate a vascularized ovarian tumor-on-a-chip
model. The model allowed studying the role of neutrophils in
tumor invasion by growing tumor spheroids on a 3D matrix, pre-
serving their migratory behavior. The 3D-printed perfusable ves-
sel enabled the native-like incorporation of neutrophils, granting
them the freedom to migrate toward the tumor site in response to
chemoattractant cues. This innovative combination of static 3D
cultures with printed channels for perfusion demonstrated the
importance of cellular dynamic interactions.[131] Another study
employed a combination of extrusion and coaxial bioprinting to
develop a perfusable tumor microenvironment with blood and
lymphatic ducts. The design featured parallel vascular and lym-
phatic channels alongside an array of melanoma spheroids, al-
lowing evaluation of melanoma cell invasion and intravasation
evaluation toward the channels. From a technical point of view,
sacrificial coaxial printing allows to lay the ducts, while extrusion
printing of the organoids enables the precise deposition of the
spheroids between the channels.[132] This unprecedented combi-
nation of extrusion printing with OoC technology, including im-
mune cells, shows the potential to generate and mimic complex
compartmentalized and immunocompetent in vivo-like tissues.

9. Future Outlook and Conclusions

The potential of OoCs, when compared to conventional 2D
counterparts and static 3D cultures, particularly stands out in
facilitating, for example, cell migration and tissue infiltration
for effective cell-pathogen interactions. This positions OoC
technology as an ideal candidate for mimicking specific aspects
of the immune system. However, challenges persist in matching
the heterogeneity of immune cells and the unique characteristics
and functions of tissues. Primary and secondary immune organs
demand compartmentalization and microstructural organiza-
tion, while immune cells rely on vessels and biomimetic ECMs
for migration. Current immune-on-a-chip (immune-oC) devices
are diverse, and their complexity and translatability are limited.
Some setups have focused on replicating neutrophil,[74–77,82]

monocyte/macrophage[78–80] and T cell[81,82] responses in less
complex chips, others have advanced more on the technolog-
ical aspects including BM niches,[55,57,59,60] thymus[62] and LN
structures.[64–66] The application of more advanced biofabrica-
tion approaches could cover these demands simultaneously.
However, with respect to extensive validation, translation, and
regulatory acceptance, 2D co-culture systems currently are the
gold standard in screening and mechanistic immune response
studies. Newly developed immune-oC models, including appli-
cations of biofabrication technologies, must pass these validation
steps and in the future will help to complement and/or refine
output derived from 2D co-culture systems. Parallel use of
complementary 2D and 3D models will most likely be needed to
bridge the translational gap in immunology.

One of the most relevant advantages of bioprinting is the
diversification of materials and techniques to produce in vitro
platforms, including biochemical and biomechanical cues for
the cells. Special attention should be placed on the choice of
materials used in the fabrication of complex OoC in terms of
their immune safety and reactivity. The use of more biologically
relevant materials would enable the modulation of the immune
responses in vitro, priming certain responses and prevent-
ing undesired unspecific cell activation.[46,133] While natural
polymers present improved cell affinity and biocompatibility,
synthetic materials have more controllable physical-chemical
features and may be favorable because these are less capable of
inducing inflammatory responses.[134] Both types of polymers
have successfully been processed to be printable, and include, for
example, collagen, alginate, or even decellularized tissue-derived
ECM, as well as polyethylene glycol, poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid),
and polycaprolactone.[135] Furthermore, the importance of gener-
ating an OoC that includes a 3D environment becomes stronger
when dealing with immune cells, given their high spatiotemporal
specificity and migration characteristics. The potential of bio-
printing to generate 3D structures is one of the main advantages
of this technology, which could be leveraged to produce advanced
3D immune in vitro models of improved spatial complexity.

The integration of multi-organ OoC technology with bioprint-
ing holds promise for providing new insights into the circula-
tion and interaction of immune cells within the immune system
and other organs. This combination allows for the recreation of
natural-like compartments with a free-form design in a modular
way, recapitulating immune events more faithfully. The ability of
bioprinting technologies to generate 3D compartments in vitro
platforms also enables the possibility to include higher-order
biological structures, like spheroids and organoids, which are
valuable tool to study higher complexity physiological processes.
However, a balance between low experimental complexity and so-
phisticated physiological features to (re)produce relevant data in
a realistic as well as a cost-effective manner should be considered.
Besides, immune devices could benefit from the incorporation of
high-resolution multi-sensors (e.g., electrochemical biosensors
or gauge sensors), as many relevant immune events happen in
a very short time span and in an exact localized manner.

An omnipresent limitation for immune system engineering
is the source of cells. Most of the discussed immune-oC sys-
tems include immune cell- and immune organ specific immor-
talized cell lines and/or primary cells. The use of immortalized
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cell lines, commercially available primary cells or primary im-
mune cells derived from healthy donors, can be advantageous
with regards to cell availability and time efficiency when devel-
oping and testing new immune models. However, some of the
current immune-oC systems might lack correct representation
and might not be identical to the patients’ tissue or might not
represent patients’ variability.[30] Therefore, matching the donors
of the human primary cells for the different immune cell lineages
is strongly encouraged to increase the translatability toward hu-
man physiology. However, the most important limitations in us-
ing patient-derived primary cells are donor availability, ethical is-
sues as well as patient variation. An alternative for future studies,
although more time-consuming, could be the use of differentiat-
ing (pluripotent) stem cells into the various immune cells and
immune organ-specific tissue cells to be applied in one model, to
ensure donor compatibility.[136] However, it should be taken into
account that variability in developed cell lineages might still arise,
as laboratories may use different protocols. To further improve
the physiological relevance of OoC platforms, immune models
should cover tissue-resident immune cells, such as follicular DCs
and T cells, or Langerhans cells and microglia, to more accurately
replicate the immune responses within specific tissue. Besides,
the evaluation of the immune cell responses is usually limited.
Immune cell features, such as the ability for adhesion, migration,
cell–cell interaction, cell recruitment, phagocytosis, type of im-
mune response, and immune cell memory development, should
be considered. In addition, device characteristics such as physi-
ological fluid flow, ECM (specific porosity and stiffness), porous
bio membranes and multiple compartments should be included
in combination with organ-specific pH and oxygen levels, to in-
crease the physiological relevance of the developed model. Espe-
cially, interconnected compartmentalization of the immune re-
sponse or specific cellular niches inside immune organs will al-
low future studies to better incorporate the immune system in a
more physiological manner.

Advancing toward the next generation of 3D in vitro models
to study immune function requires further incorporation of im-
mune components and structures such as LNs in the testing
platforms. Up to date, the technological power offered by mi-
crofluidics has sufficed to produce perfusable and accessible-for-
readouts single-organ 3D immune in vitro models. Nevertheless,
challenges appear when trying to scale up these models to reca-
pitulate events of higher complexity. A general pitfall in current
immune-oC models is the high variability and low reproducibility
between models associated to custom-made devices. Commercial
microfluidic platforms are gaining increasing momentum, with
more than a fifth of the reviewed articles making use of them. Fur-
thermore, the recent implementation of AM technologies, such
as 3D bioprinting, to the OoC field could be a promising strategy
to palliate these shortcomings and to improve current immune-
oC models. Future developments should prioritize immune-oC
devices that mimic inter-organ migration of specific immune cell
subsets to drive innovation in the field.
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